
Take the guesswork out of Lead Service Line 
Inventory & Replacement
Map & Manage your LSLR Program from Start to Finish

Proposed changes to the Lead and Copper Rule require 

water systems to conduct and maintain location-based LSL 

inventories as well as develop LSL Plan replacement goals. 

Don’t execute expensive digs based on unreliable data... bring 
more confidence to your program. 

Identifying Lead Service Lines is a 

multi-billion dollar issue.

Do you have accurate records of where LSLs 

are located... both public and private?

If not, do you have a plan to conduct 

thorough, location-based inventories?
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Take a confident first step 

With 120Water’s LSL Probability Finder, strategically use what you know 

about your LSLs today to efficiently prioritize and track inventory work over 

the next 1-20 years. 

Centralize your service line inventory data

Several inputs go into a service line inventory – GIS, historical paper data, 

customer information, and demographic information. Our software 

centralizes all key data, keeping critical components together so that you 

can manage successful replacement programs.

Visualize lead service lines

You’ll need a quick and easy way to get a full picture of your LSLR Program. Choose between our easy-to-use GIS or integrating 

with your existing system to provide a visual view of customers and service line connections so that you can view and map your 

progress at a glance. 

Manage your replacement program

Seamlessly tie in your service line inventory with our program management functions – we’ll give you all the functionality you 

need to execute the entire lifecycle of your program in one central system.



About 120Water™
120Water provides turnkey digital solutions for managing safe drinking water programs in order to reduce risk 

and protect public health now and in the future.

When planning your program, you’ll want to consider:

The proposed LCR requirements mandate annual inventory updates and the 
creation of an LSL Plan. Replacement activites would be tied to concentration 

Best Practices: Modeling Your LSLR Program

Existing funding options for LSL Programs include:                     

• EPA WIFIA Program     

• USDA Rural Development Fund - Water & Environmental 

Programs      

• Water Infrastructure Improvement for the Nation (WIIN) Grants 

• Customer Funding 
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The Action Level would 
remain the same through 
proposed revisions, with 
concentrations above 15 
ppb requiring actions to 

control corrosion.

The proposal introduces 
this new trigger level, 

requiring more proactive 
planning in communities 

with LSLs.

If the 90th perecentile 
monitoring results are 

between 10-15 ppb, the 
system would be 

required to prusue a 
replacement goal.

Any system with an 
action level exceedance 
would need to replace 

3% of identified LSLs for 
at least two years     
(down from 7%).

Funding Opportunities

Program Strategies

Before & After Replacement

Communication Strategies
To conduct LSL Inventories, it’s important to examine existing 

data and to treat the inventory as an ongoing process. Collecting 

data, utility field work, and customer surveys are all aspects 

necessary for successful LSL programs.

Traditional methods rely on technologies for open trenches and 

pipe splitting, while lining & coating options may provide cost 

savings and reduced property damage. 

Before replacement, Utilities typically should give 30-45 days 

notice with plenty of follow-up communication. After 

replacement, we recommend providing filters, follow-up water 

samples, and high-volume flushing near the point of entry 

It’s necessary to get customer approval (utilities find the most 

success with direct meetings with homeowners, partnering with 

community organizations, and website promotion), share 

locations with customers (interactive, dynamic maps are a best 

practice), and educate homeowners on sources of lead and its 

impacts. 
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